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MOJEH BEAUTY

THE
EVOLUTION
OF EASTERN
BEAUTY
Once influenced by iconic historical figures, Arab beauty enthusiasts are
now inspired by the region’s social media-savvy bloggers, who encourage
experimentation and expression through make-up
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Somali-American Model Halima Aden
was the first beauty pageant contestant
in America to wear a hijab

166
Afef Jnifen’s exotic looks have
stood the test of time

“

Beauty is such a huge part of the Middle
Eastern culture and history; it’s as though
it’s in your blood to love beauty if you are
Middle Eastern.
Mona Kattan

French-Algerian model Farida Khelfa poses in front of an old picture of herself (left)
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their hands and faces uncovered. “Beauty is key for those who like
to cover and dress in abayas – the only thing left for them to show
the world is their face, and it’s the only place they can be creative
to showcase their personality or character,” explains Shaheena
Usman, co-founder of newly-launched fragrance brand Sous Arabia,
which was a sponsor at last month’s MyBeautyFest fair in Dubai.
In a region that has had its fair share of political turmoil, beauty
has continued to play a pivotal role in the lives of its women,
sometimes symbolising liberty and rebellion. The Arab woman
is often thought to be ultra-conservative, duty-bound and homely,
living a segregated lifestyle in a strict, patriarchal household.
And at times, these generalisations have rung true for females,
who have found safe havens in spas and salons, where they are
free to experiment with their appearances. “Growing up, I was
fascinated by the atmosphere and vibes bred in those exclusive
spaces by women, where looks can change in a matter of hours if
not minutes: from changing your hair colour and style, to applying
make-up and shaping your eyebrows, allowing you to see yourself in
a different way,” explains Bodour Al Hilali, founder of Belle Femme
salon and co-founder of Beauty Pop: an upcoming beauty-themed
lifestyle event taking place from April 19-21 at Dubai Design
District. The sheer number of salons scattered across the Middle
East are a testament to the Arab woman’s fixation on grooming.
And while the recent influx of beauty bloggers may seem to be
the source of the current widespread beauty movement, this
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here’s a certain stereotypical image of the Arab woman
that has come to represent her across media and literature.
She’s veiled, with only her eyes visible. They’re lined
with thick kohl, smokey shadow and dramatic cat-eye wings.
Sometimes, ornate head jewellery, or a Henna-adorned hand will
make it into the frame too. And while bold eye make-up is indeed a
hallmark of Middle Eastern beauty, today’s Arab woman carries far
more than just an eye palette in her make-up pouch. The vast
world of cosmetics is an enchanting world for her, offering
an outlet for creative expression and sometimes, escapism.
Idols throughout Middle Eastern history have inspired her
make-up practices and in today’s digital age, beauty bloggers
influence her cosmetic investments.
Over the past few years, data analysed by Euromonitor
International shows that Middle Eastern women are major
players when it comes to the booming beauty business. When
spending habits in the rest of the world dipped during the 20072010 recession, women in the Middle East continued to splurge on
prestige cosmetics. In 2016, consumers in the GCC spent Dhs34.2
billion on beauty products, with numbers projected to rise over the
next few years. And, in Saudi Arabia alone, the average working
woman reportedly spends up to 80 per cent of her monthly salary
on make-up and skincare products. Beauty is deeply embedded into
the culture here, more so than in western societies, perhaps because
the abaya is a regional fashion staple, leaving wearers only with

Hanaa Ben Abdesslem
was Lancôme’s first
muslim spokesperson

fascination with skincare and cosmetics has been engrained
in Arab cultures since time immemorial.
“Beauty is such a huge part of the Middle Eastern culture and
history; it’s as though it’s in your blood to love beauty if you are
Middle Eastern,” says Mona Kattan, founder of The Dollhouse
Salon. Beauty secrets and traditions, she explains, are passed
down over generations in Arab families. “A lot of Middle Eastern
women use ingredients from around the home because it’s what
their mothers and grandmothers did for so many years, and they
trust it. When it comes to skincare, we love natural ingredients
— like using coconut oil to remove our make-up, castor oil for our
brows, or rose water as a toner. These beauty trends are deeply
embedded in our culture.” One historical figure can be accredited
for popularising some of these beauty practices, like using rose
water for skincare. Perhaps the oldest known beauty icon of the
region is Egypt’s Queen Cleopatra, who is known to have washed
her face and body with rose water, exfoliate with sea salt, soften her
hair with olive oil, and use a mask of grape and honey to lighten her
skin. But the Queen of the Nile’s legacy extends far further than
just that of a beautiful ruler — she was known to be clever, cunning
and ruthless, and played a key role in shaping her nation’s history.
More contemporary beauty icons from the region are also known
for far more than their looks, gaining popularity for their work
in the entertainment or fashion fields and becoming regional
icons not only for their talent and physical allure, but for the
ideals of freedom, confidence and independence that they embody.
Syrian singer and actress Asmahan for instance, emigrated to
Egypt in 1926, and was known to have beautiful features and
a smouldering gaze. Her musical flair, coupled with her striking
looks, led her on a path of adventure and espionage, before she
was killed in a suspicious car crash. She allegedly played a role
during World War II as a spy for the MI6, and was sent to notify
her Syrian village that the British and French were coming to
invade. Lebanese singer Fairuz, who bears a striking resemblance
to Lady Gaga, rose to fame in the ’60s and earned the title ‘The
First Lady of Lebanese Singing.’ Her distinctive bold, lined lips
and deep eyelids brushed with ghoulish shadow, inspired women
to diversify their palettes and elect for more brazen hues. Fairuz
lived in Lebanon throughout the nation’s civil war, and while
the country was in conflict about religion, sect and government,
they all adored her voice, inspiring the popular Arabic saying,
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Moroccan-British beauty Nora
Attal has a unique beauty, seen
here backstage at Lanvin

When it comes to beauty, you have
the world’s most talked-about beauty
influencers based in the Middle East.
Shaheena Usman

Huda Kattan (right), creator of the blog and beauty brand Huda Beauty, and her sister Mona Kattan,
founder of The Dollhouse Salon, have dominated the beauty scene in the Middle East for years

Dutch model of Egyptian and Moroccan descent,
Imaan Hammam has been influencing the beauty
industry for eight years
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“the Lebanese have disagreed on everything except Fairuz.”
Other Arab beauty icons gained their fame in the West. Some,
like Farida Khelfa, were never raised in the Middle East, but
are nonetheless labelled as symbols of the empowered Arab
woman. At the age of 16, Farida fled the home of her traditional
Algerian parents and moved to Paris, where she ended up working
as a model for Jean-Paul Goude and Azzedine Alaïa, who were
captivated by her unconventional beauty. Jean-Paul and Azzedine
were also enamoured with Tunisian model Afef Njifen — a feisty,
outspoken daughter of a politician, who even spent a night in jail
in the ’80s after hitting back at a police officer during a political
coup In Tunisia. Another Tunisian model — Hanaa Ben Abdesslem
— was signed by Lancôme in 2012, making her the brand’s
first-ever Muslim spokesperson. Early stories of her rise to fame
were rarely without mention of the Arab Spring, making her too,
a poster girl for the liberated Middle Eastern beauty. And Dutch
model Imaan Hammam, who has Egyptian and Moroccan ancestry,
is another Muslim model who has helped diversify international
beauty norms. Though she used to straighten her hair as a young
model, she soon embraced her natural, textured curls, which have
become her trademark look. Over the past year, the international
fashion industry has been flooded with a host of new faces from the
MENA region, with models like Halima Aden and Nora Attal becoming
recent runway stars. Last year, CoverGirl announced its first Muslim
ambassador — hijab-wearing Nura Afifa, who is American, with
Lebanese and Moroccan ancestry. 2017 also saw YSL Beauty recruit
its first hijab-wearing influencer: Afghan-Dutch blogger, Ruba Zai.
In the post- 9-11 era, these young women are becoming role models
in the realm of fashion and beauty, and they also represent deeper
ideals relating to religion and multiculturalism, becoming beacons
of inspiration for Middle Eastern women worldwide.
Social media is where many of these millennial beauties thrive,
thanks to apps like Instagram and sites like YouTube. The
modern-day beauty icons in this region, explains Shaheena of Sous
Arabia, are the influencers who give their followers access to their
daily lives — including their beauty routines, where they reveal
what products they use and how to use them. “When it comes to
beauty, you have the world’s most talked-about beauty influencers
based in the Middle East, such as Huda Beauty — her following
(24.5 million on Instagram) is crazy, and she is a prime example
of how beauty is using social media as a basis for generating sales

as a business,” she says. Famed Armenian-American make-up
artist Hrush Achemyan (2.2 million followers on Instagram), who
headlined at MyBeautyFest last month, likens social media to
a sort of virtual portfolio, where you can share your work and find
new clients. “It has played such a tremendous role in my growth as
a celebrity makeup artist and influencer, and I actually landed my
first celebrity client via Instagram. Kim Kardashian West discovered
my page and I received an email. We have worked together ever
since.” Hrush explains that while fashion may be subjective,
informed by local cultures and dress codes, beauty products
are sought out by all women. “People all around the world, of all
different ethnicities, are using similar make-up products,” she says.
“This is why beauty bloggers have worldwide, universal influence.”
A GFK study commissioned by Facebook found that beauty was
the most-viewed topic on Facebook among UAE residents last year,
and 88 per cent of beauty buyers in the UAE shop primarily through
their mobile phones — likely swayed by the recommendations
of beauty influencers on social media. And, many are opting for
newer, contemporary beauty brands, such as Nars and Anastasia
Beverley Hills, as opposed to sticking to heritage names like
Chanel and Dior. “The notion of ‘traditional beauty’ really doesn’t
exist anymore,” explains Mona. “Social media has helped to
break down barriers and has allowed women all over the world
to experiment with different beauty looks that they otherwise
wouldn’t have tried.” Today’s Arab beauty buyer has a range of

products in her shopping basket, and her make-up practices are
impressionable, to say the least. One morning, red eyeshadow
will be in vogue, and the next, iridescent cheeks topped off with
shimmer will be the new trending look. “I don’t believe anything
will remain a constant, even in the beauty industry. People like
to experiment, and trends vary every day,” says Laila Bin Shabib,
who founded Absolute Events, and has partnered with Bodour to
launch Beauty Pop this month in Dubai.
Over the span of a century, the industry has certainly evolved,
with social media giving rise to totally new methodologies for
exposure. Needless to say, today’s crop of new-age influencers
often come across as being somewhat frivolous and seem to lack
the substance of more traditional Arabic beauty icons, whose
talents surpassed mere make-up skills. Most of these bloggers
aren’t equipped with any political acumen, and they don’t lead
clandestine spy-lives either. But many of them have found their
calling in make-up artistry and are using their exposure to inspire
others through beauty tips and tutorials. And while the vehicle for
influence may be different, the motivation behind the make-up, and
the ideals celebrating freedom, independence and creativity that
come with it, have remained consistent over time. Mona vocalises
what appears to be something of a motto for beauty enthusiasts,
both in this region and beyond: “Anything that allows a woman to
feel better about herself is empowering, and even a small amount
of make-up has the power to change how you carry yourself.”

